
The Statue of Innovation, Golden Tower of Tomorrow from Silicon Valley 
 
The Statue of Liberty was a  gift from France to the United States and tribute to the beacon of 
freedom USA represented.    This work, gifted tor silicon valley is tribute to the  people and 
their innovation has created a new age for civilization.   The Golden Tower of Tomorrow from 
Silicon Valley,  comprised of 1,033,673 million pyramid shaped hearts, represents the collective 
innovative spirit of the Silicon Valley. Golden color is symbol of honor, a  permanent landmark 
of Silicon Valley’ spirit. 
Entire structure will be made of sustainable copper, lest impact to our environment. The same 
copper made of Statue of Liberty. Our  net zero approach reflect leadership for sustainability. 
Green plants watered by rain, the cutout spaces of the  structure  provides amazing shades, 
reduce wind load,  reduce noise, light design respect wild life wellbeing. 
 
Exploring 10 wonders of Statue of Innovation: 

1. The world first twin mirror pyramids landmark structure, built from the Heart of light 
symbolize the sprit  of  innovation of Silicon  Valley.  

2. The Wall of honor tells the story timeline of Silicon Valley and symbol of their 
innovations, the connected wings, symbol of  contribution of Silicon Valley bring people 
together. Wall near entrance can be donor honor wall, etc. 

3. The Heart of Innovation observing deck  welcome all to dream big, honors the great 
spirit of Silicon Valley.  

4. The first pyramid sculptures garden, has restaurants, art centers for all age groups. 
Gather around the heart structure. 

5. The Statue of Innovation DNA walking trials start from DNA stairs within The Statue of 
Innovation, or glass DNA stair spiral outside of Statue of Innovation, arrive in the heart 
of Statue of Innovation and inclusiveness, symbol of DNA of Humanity  on her heart, 
symbolize the innovation of silicon Valley advance humanity.  then from the arms of 
Statue Innovation, we come to Roof  Sun of Tomorrow. 

6. The 200 feet roof observing deck  has restaurants   cafe, music and art center, for 
gathering, celebration and view the stunning city  of San Jose 

7. The glass sightseeing elevators connect all elements, symbol of Silicon Valley innovation, 
networking. and connection. 

8.  100 bas relief sculptures, on the pyramid honoring innovation and unity. 
9. The Sun represent tomorrow, cooper matt finishing ball, the  beacon of hope from the 

spirit of Silicon Valley. 
10. Sculptures fountain  restaurants within the embracing bird tower bring unforgettable 

dinning experience under the embrace wings of  innovation. 
 


